HOMEWORK - STD VI
ENGLISH

MATHS

Learn less: 1
worksheet & noun.

Learn less: 1
essay &
determiners refer
grammar book.

Learn poem: 1,2
memory lines

Term 3 book of 19
sum 3 i,ii,iv,v.pg 20
sum 1,4,5.pg 22 sum
13,14

Term 3 book of 34
sum 5,6,7.pg 52 sum
6,7,8,9,10.

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

L/w all differentiate
questions from force
and
motion.Electricity
and magnetism

Ln-. Matter around us (Pure
substance and mixtures).1. Learn
the following topics:a. States of
constituents of mixtures . b.
Need for separation of mixtures .
c. Types of mixtures ( homo and
heterogeneous mixtures). d.
Methods of solid-solid
separation.

L/w short answers
from force and
motion . electricity.

L/w book back
exercise in force and
motion . Electricity
and magnetism

Ln. Pure substance and mixtures.
a. Methods of solid-liquid
separation. b. All definitions and
differentiations. ( refer note
book)

Ln- Importance of Water a.
Learn the pie chart of
distribution of water on earth. b.
potable water. c. Physical
properties of water. d. Fish bone
diagram of cause and effects of
water pollution

BIOLOGY

SOCIAL

TAMIL

Term III - learn
history ln-1 book back
exercise, worksheet
Question and answers
and practice map.

Third term tamil
page no 2 poem learn
& write one time

Term III Geo ln-2
Asia and Europe
practice well maps,
book back exercise
and detailed question
and answer in
worksheet. L/W
detailed question and
answer.

Letter writing refer
composition note

Term III civics ln-2
learn book back
exercise and
worksheet question
and answer.

Page no 4 question &
answer learn & write
one time

Uses of plants

Food chain and
food web

Structure of plant
and animal cell

ENGLISH

MATHS

PHYSICS

CHEMISTRY

Learn less: 2
Trip to Ooty
worksheet &
subject &
predicate.

Term 3 book sum 11
to 15.pg 71 sum 9 .
construct an angle
60 degree
Term 2 book of 11
sum 11(a to f).pg 21
sum 3 to 7,9.

Ln - The language of
chemistry,Learn the following:a.
difference between metals and
non-metals.b. symbols of
elements

Learn less: Who
owns the water?
worksheet & direct
& indirect speech
refer grammar
book .

Term 2 book of 54
sum 2,5 to 9 .pg 66
sum 7 to 9.

Ln- Chemistry in daily life, a.
Cleansing action of soap. b.
Uses of cement. c. uses of
plaster of paris

L/w Refer note book
and Numberical
problems in book pg no
(28_30)

BIOLOGY

Digestive system
and circulatory
system

Adaptation in
animals

Learn Less :2 term
-3 worksheet.

Term 1 book pg 50
sum 4,6 and 7.pg 73
sum 6,7.pg 115 sum
4. pg 120 sum 2 .pg
127 sum 2.
Term 2 book of 31

Ln - Chemistry in daily life , a.
uses of phenol b. Learn book
back exercise.

SOCIAL

TAMIL

Term II Eco ln-1 learn
well the content given
in the map booklet
fully. Draw and
practice the given
diagrams.

Page no 20,21 poem,
question &answer
one time

Term III His ln-3
practice well map of
India and book back
exercise and
worksheet question
and answer. Learn and
write detailed
Question and answer.
L/W detailed question
and answer.

Page no 36,37
exercise L/W one
time

Term I Geo ln-1 learn
well book back
exercise and
worksheet question
and answer.

Page no 38,39 poem ,
Q/A L/W one time

